SEAS Safety Committee
Meeting Agenda

Wed., June 11, 2014, 12:00-1:00 PM   MD119

Welcome and Opening Remarks
• Last Safety Committee, BBQ in July

EH&S Report:
• X-Ray Machine Use
• SEAS EHS Update
  o Walkthrough findings and misc. housekeeping items
  o TMS updates

SEAS Facilities Report: Construction updates

Open forum for questions

Next Meeting: Wednesday, July 9, 2013, 12:00 - 1:00, Behind Pierce Hall

Do you have new lab members?
The required general safety training should now be completed online.

Are you leaving the position of lab safety officer?
Please work with your PI to establish a replacement.
Kindly inform us: Linn, Anas, and Maryam via email.

http://safety.seas.harvard.edu
| TEAM 1 | October 2013 | Suhare Adam | Jack Alvarenga
Greg Silverberg | Cruft Lab | Hau (Eric Brandin/Tony Zhou)
Electronics Shop (Al Takeda) |
| TEAM 2 | October 2013 | Josue Goss | Johan Lind/
Alice Dearaujo | McKay 1st floor | Golovchenko/ASL (Eric Brandin,
Aaron Kuan)
Capasso (Alan She)
Stubbs (Peter Doherty) |
| TEAM 3 | November 2013 | Mike Gerhardt | Zach Gault
Elizabeth Finn | McKay 2nd Floor | Westervelt (Sagar Bhandari)
Ramanathan (Suhare Adam)
Loncar (Wallace Hui)
Hu (Kathryn Pooley Greenberg) |
| TEAM 4 | November 2013 | Eric Brandin | Aaron Kuan
Anna Wang | McKay 3rd Floor | Aziz/Spaepen (Mike Gerhardt)
Clarke (Mary Gurak)
Aizenberg (Vaiva Krungleviciute/Caitlin Howell/Ankita Shastri/Michael Kreder) |
| TEAM 5 | December 2013 | Al Takeda | Mike Smith
Widusha Illeperuma | McKay 4th Floor | Weitz (Zach Gault)
Rubinstein (Pramoda Kumar)
Aziz (Mike Gerhardt)
Manoharan (Anna Wang) |
| TEAM 6 | December 2013 | Mary Gurak | Amit Solanki
Kurt Schellenberg
Sicong Shan | McKay 5th Floor | Ham (Dongwan Ha)
Instructional Labs (Xuan Liang
Zickler (Ioannis Gkioulekas) |
| TEAM 7 | February 2014 | Peter Duane | Adam Bateman
Sydney Gladman
Joseph Muth | Maxwell
Dworkin | Crozier (Amit Solanki)
SEAS Teaching Labs (Peter Kjeer/
Sara Hamel) |
| TEAM 8 | February 2014 | Bob Graham | Jonathan Fitzgerald
Alan She | Pierce Hall
Basement | Thaddeus/McCarthy (Kyle Crabtree)
Crozier (Amit Solanki) |
| TEAM 9 | March 2014 | Vaiva Krungleviciute | Peter Doherty
 Ankita Shastri | Pierce Hall
Ground Floor | Mooney (Kurt Schellenberg)
Wyss Inst. (Jonathan Fitzgerald)
Vecitis (Greg Silverberg)
Lewis (Sydney Gladman/Joseph
Muth) |
| TEAM 10 | March 2014 | Xuan Liang | Dongwan Ha
Caitlin Howell | ESL Basement,
1st and 2nd Floor | McKinney/Irina Herdlinger-Blatt-
TEMP) 
Martin (Adam Bateman)
Mitchell (Alice Dearaujo)
Mooney (Kurt Schellenberg)
Parker (Johan Lind/Josue Goss) |
| TEAM 11 | April 2014 | Hao Pei | Peter Kjeer
Sagar Bhandari
Jun Young Chung | ESL, 3rd and
4th Floor | Howe (Paul Loschak)
Mahadevan (Jun Young Chung)
Walsh (Hao Pei)
Wood (Mike Smith) |
| TEAM 12 | April 2014 | Kathryn Pooley | Alexander Raymond
Eric Brandin/Tony Zhou
Wallace Hui | 52 Oxford (NW)
60 Oxford St
3rd and 4th Floor | Lewis (Scott Slimmer/Sydney
Gladman/Joseph Muth)
Aizenberg (Vaiva Krungleviciute/
Michael Kreder/Ankita Shastri) |
| TEAM 13 | April 2014 | Kyle Crabtree | Ioannis Gkioulekas
Ying Liu | 52 Oxford (NW)
60 Oxford | Machine Shop (Mike McKenna) |

*** Teams 11-13 follow-up reports to be presented on May 14th ***